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Question
[IMAGE] Which Gold Logie winning Australian entertainer and TV personality (b.
1938) is pictured here?

2

[IMAGE] What British city has a Royal Crescent containing 114 Ionic columns?

3

[IMAGE] Which former Socceroo (b. 1956) is pictured here?

4

[IMAGE] Which Australian actor (b. 1959) is pictured here?

5

[IMAGE] Which 1980s US TV comedy series is pictured here?

6

[IMAGE] Brothers Richard and Tim Butler founded which British rock band in 1977?

[IMAGE] Which Dutch beer brand is traditionally sold in “beugel” bottles with a
swing-top cap?
8 [IMAGE] Which TV series featured this car?
[IMAGE] Which brand of dolls first produced in 1912 was originally conceived as
9
cupid-like characters for a comic strip ?
[IMAGE] Also known as attic windows, what is the architectural term for a window
10
that projects beyond the plane of a pitched roof?
7

11 [IMAGE] Which Portuguese-Canadian singer/ songwriter (b. 1978) is pictured here?
12 [IMAGE] Who was the first Premier of Western Australia?
13 [IMAGE] Which style of brooch generally features a raised relief image of a woman?
[IMAGE] Which 1970s and 80s American funk, rhythm and blues band is pictured
here?
[IMAGE] Which pianist (1908-1991) was born in Tasmania and grew up in Western
15
Australia before finding fame in Europe and the USA?
14

16 [IMAGE] Which two-word French term describes this classical ballet technique?
17

[IMAGE] Which American chef, author, and television personality (b. 1956) is
pictured here?

18

[IMAGE] Though they now also produce other household goods, this company was
originally and still most significantly associated with which product?

19

[IMAGE] This is the logo of which American record company, founded in 1950 in
Chicago and specialising in blues and rhythm and blues?

20 [IMAGE] Which TV series featured this car?
Which 1990s BBC TV comedy series starring Chris Barrie was set in Whitbury New
Town Leisure Centre?
Which sea creature shares its name with the Greater London public transport travel
22
card?
21

23 What carmaker manufactures the iconic 911 model, a two-door sports coupe?
24 Who wrote the best-selling 1989 short story collection 'How to Kiss a Crocodile'?
25

Eccles, Neddie Seagoon and Hercules Grytpype-Thynne were characters in which
classic radio show?
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26 Before going solo, British singer Morrissey was front man for which 1980s band?
Which 1982 Oscar-nominated film starred Julie Andrews playing a transvestite
entertainer?
What three-word sentence is inadvertently formed by the titles of the 6th, 7th and
28
8th books of the Bible?
Daniel Handler wrote the children's book series 'A Series of Unfortunate Events'
29
under what pen name? [BOTH names required]
27

30 Super 8, Grandeur 70 and Omnimax are varieties of what?
31 Who played the title role in the 1995 film 'Rob Roy'?
Will Smith received a Best Actor Oscar nomination for his title role in which 2001
biopic?
What is the nickname of the Perth team that plays in the Women's National
33
Basketball League?
34 Branches of which tree appear on the UN flag?
Which author's novels include 'The Wings of the Dove' (1902) and 'The
35
Ambassadors (1903)'?
32

36 Which city, with a population of c. 37,000, is located 220 km south-west of Perth?
37 Stanislaus is the patron saint of which European country?
38 Which body of water separates Taiwan from the Philippines?
39 By what name was St Petersburg known from 1924 to 1991?
40 Among left handers, who has won the most Grand Slam singles men's tennis titles?
41 Name any one of the Water signs according to Western astrology.
42 The 1998 Disney film 'The Prince of Egypt' centres on the life of which biblical figure?
43 What connects Pioneer, Viking and Cassini?
44

The 1915 sinking of which British ocean liner hastened the United States’ entry into
World War One?

45 Lucky the Leprechaun is the mascot of which NBA team?
46 In mathematics, what is the value of the imaginary number "i"?
47 Northbourne Avenue is a major thoroughfare in which Australian city?
48

Name either of the ships Captain James Stirling commanded when visiting the (then)
Swan River colony in 1827 and 1829?

49 Kangaroo Island is located off the coast of which Australian state or territory?
50 In which city was the ill-fated Titanic built?
51 Which foodstuff is most commonly associated with a zester?
52

Which actress' first and last names together are an anagram of "Germany"? [BOTH
names please]
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53 Which composer's 6th Symphony is known as the 'Pathétique'?
54 Which royal is the current Earl of Wessex?
55

Which five-letter word completes the title of a 1969 autobiography by Maya
Angelou: “I Know Why The Caged Bird ...”?

56 Which mountain in Greece is the legendary home of the Ancient gods?
Which 1999 psychological horror film by Daniel Myrick and Eduardo Sánchez gained
box office receipts worth some 4,000 times its budget?
In classical music a piano trio is a chamber ensemble consisting of a piano, a violin
58
and which other musical instrument?
The three western-most islands of the Leeward Antilles, Aruba, Bonaire and Curacao,
59
are commonly referred to by what nickname?
60 What are the names of Mars' TWO moons?
57

61 In which 1960 Federico Fellini film did Anita Ekberg cavort in the Trevi Fountain?
62 In the wireless phone abbreviation 4G, the G stands for which word?
63 Which fictional group has the motto “Tous pour un, un pour tous”?
64 Before starring in 'Lost', Matthew Fox played a key role in what 1990s teen drama?
65 In which sport would one be most likely to see players attired in 'plus fours'?
66 Which 1871 novel was the sequel to 'Alice's Adventures in Wonderland'?
67 Which meat is traditionally served with Eggs Benedict?
68 By what name is the drug acetyl-salicylic acid (ASA) C9H8O4 better known?
69 Kardinia Park is the home ground of which AFL team?
70 In golf, what two-word term describes a fairway which bends sharply?
71 Which is the only Australian state never to have had a female Premier?
Which American President saw active service in both the first and second World
Wars
Which letter turns the 11th U.S. President’s surname into a popular 19th-century
73
dance genre?
72

74 In which sport can one win a race without crossing a finishing line?
75 The Elvis Presley song 'It's Now Or Never' was based on which Italian folk song?
Believed to bring prosperity, Chinese restaurants often display a statue of what
animal with one leg raised?
77 Which was George Lazenby's only Bond film?
At the 2012 Golden Raspberry awards which individual won both the worst actor
78
and worst actress prizes for playing twins?
76
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Which Russian composer wrote a 1951 opera based on the eight paintings of William
79
Hogarth's series 'The Rakes Progress'?
Dee Brown’s 1970 book, an Indian history of the American West, is titled 'Bury My
80
Heart at xxx'. Which two words are missing from the title?
In 1908 who became the first black boxer to be world heavyweight boxing
81
champion?
82 In 1903 who became the first woman to win a Nobel Prize?
83 Which country's secret intelligence service is known as Mossad?
84 Which website's slogan is 'We Open Governments'?
85 Josep Broz Tito was president of which country from 1983-1980?
86 Which animal appears on the state flag of California?
87
88
89
90
91

Name any TWO of the three locations which have hosted the Winter Olympics on
more than one occasion.
With the slogan 'Rumour has it' and receiving over 300,000 hits per day, which US
website debunks/validates urban myths?
In the nervous system, which structure enables a neuron (i.e. nerve cell) to pass a
signal to another neuron?
The name of which American music trio is sometimes abbreviated to DCX?
Accordind to one theory, there is a correlation between the location of the three
largest pyramids in the Giza pyramid complex and three stars in which celestial
constellation?

92 What does the “T” stand for in the Disney acronym EPCOT?
93 The Merino sheep breed originated in which European country?
94 For what purpose would one normally use Quicken computer software?
95

An 1814 woodblock print by the Japanese artist Hokusai is titled 'The Dream of the
xxx's wife'. Supply the missing occupation!

96 Which Australian city has the postcode 0800?
97 Apiculture is the raising and care of which creatures?
Also an official language of the European Union, what is the only Semitic language
that's written in the Latin alphabet in its standard form?
Which rapper’s albums include 'Me Against the World' (1995) and 'All Eyez on Me'
99
(1996)?
98

100 What is the lowest layer of the earth's atmosphere?
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